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We derive the free energy fun tional of a bilayer lipid membrane from the rst prin iples of elasti ity theory.
The model expli itly in ludes position-dependent mutual slide of monolayers and bending deformation. Our free
energy fun tional of a liquid- rystalline membrane allows for in ompressibility of the membrane and vanishing
of the in-plane shear modulus and obeys ree tional and rotational symmetries of the at bilayer. Interlayer
slide at the mid-plane of the membrane results in a lo al dieren e of the surfa e densities of monolayers. The
slide amplitude dire tly enters the free energy via the strain tensor. For small bending deformations, the ratio
between the bending modulus and the area ompression oe ient, Kb =KA , is proportional to the square of
monolayer thi kness h. Using the fun tional, we perform self- onsistent al ulation of the entropi potential
a ting on a bilayer between parallel onning walls separated by distan e 2d. We nd that at the minimum
of the onning potential, the temperature-dependent urvature / T 2 =Kb d4 is enhan ed four times for a
bilayer with slide as ompared to a unit bilayer. We also al ulate vis ous modes of a bilayer membrane between
onning walls. We investigate pure bending of the membrane, whi h is de oupled from area dilation at small
amplitudes. Three sour es of vis ous dissipation are onsidered: water and membrane vis osities and interlayer
drag. The dispersion relation gives two bran hes !1;2 (q ).
PACS: 68.15.+e, 68.60.-Bs, 87.16.Dg
1. INTRODUCTION

Cell membrane is hara terized by omplex stru tural and dynami al properties [14℄. Theoreti al modeling and des ription of lipid membranes are of great
fundamental and pra ti al interest and have a suiently long history. The phenomenologi al model introdu ed in [5℄ treated a lipid membrane as a single
sheet with bending rigidity and spontaneous urvature.
This model was later used for al ulation of the frequen y spe trum of the membrane in water solution [6℄
and for investigation of entropi intera tions of membranes in multilayer systems [7℄. The bilayer stru ture
of a lipid membrane was analyzed in [3; 8℄, where the
dynami oupling between the monolayers and the interlayer slide was onsidered. The frequen y spe trum
of a membrane in the bulk water was re al ulated in [9℄
with the oupling between lo al urvature and lo al
densities of lipids within the monolayers taken into a * E-mail: svt_lana19yahoo. om
** E-mail: sergeimos owonline.ru

ount. Afterwards, vis ous modes of a bilayer adhering
to a substrate were found in [10℄ using the densitydieren e model [9℄, supplemented with a binding potential [11℄.
In this paper, we derive a new free energy fun tional
of a bilayer membrane with interlayer slide. The interlayer slide fun tion, membrane stret hing and bending
amplitude dire tly enter the strain tensor of the membrane. Our fun tional is a generalization of the densitydieren e model used in [9; 10℄. In our model, two lateral deformation elds (interlayer slide and stret hing)
generate the hange in the lo al density and the density dieren e of monolayers that were used in the free
energy fun tional in [9; 10℄. But unlike in [9; 10℄, we
do not require the presen e of neutral surfa es in ea h
monolayer in the general ase. As a step towards understanding intermembrane intera tions, we study dynami s of a bilayer membrane in water solution onned between parallel walls. The ee t of onnement
is modeled by the entropi potential [12℄.
This paper is organized as follows. In Se . 2, we
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introdu e an anisotropi elasti moduli tensor, initially
ontaining 21 independent omponents. The ree tion
and rotation symmetries of the at bilayer redu e the
number of omponents to 5. Next, we impose the zero
shear stress modulus and in ompressibility onstraint.
We restri t ourselves to the ase of small bending deformations and ex lude the orresponding strain and
elasti tensor omponents. Thus, the number of independent omponents of the elasti tensor in the free
energy fun tional is redu ed to two. The derived free
energy fun tional of a bilayer membrane ontains three
elds des ribing area dilation and bending deformation
oupled to interlayer slide.
In Se . 3, a paraboli entropi potential a ting on
the membrane between onning walls is introdu ed.
We self- onsistently al ulate the urvature of the onning potential at its minimum for a bilayer with slide
and for a unit bilayer. Using our model, we analyti ally
derive the four-time de rease in bending rigidity due to
interlayer slide.
In Se . 4, we use the derived fun tional to study dynami al properties and dissipative me hanisms of the
bilayer membrane in water solution onned between
parallel walls. We investigate only pure bending deformations of the membrane (zero total lateral stret hing),
whi h de ouple from area dilation. The velo ity eld
in the surrounding water is found by solving Stokes
equations for in ompressible uid. Fluid velo ity vanishes at the walls. Equations of motion are determined
as for e balan e onditions on the membrane surfa es
with inertial ee ts negle ted. Three sour es of dissipation are in luded into dynami equations: water and
membrane vis osities and interlayer drag.
In Se . 5, we dis uss limitations and possible improvements of our model and orresponden e with earlier results [10℄. In Appendix A, stati behavior of a
membrane in the axially symmetri ase is studied. Analyti solutions are obtained for a ir ular membrane
bent by external pressure. Membrane bending, interlayer slide, and lateral stress distribution are found as
fun tions of pressure a ross the membrane. In Appendix B, we rederive the dispersion relation [9℄ for
a membrane in the bulk water solution using our free
energy fun tional.
2. FREE ENERGY FUNCTIONAL

where summation over the repeated indi es i, k , l, m
is performed. The indi es i, k , l, m take values 1, 2,
3, labeling the respe tive spa e axes x, y , z ; uik is the
strain tensor, and iklm is the elasti (modulus) tensor.
By denition, the elasti tensor is symmetri under the
transpositions i $ k , l $ m, and i; k $ l; m,

iklm = kilm = ikml = lmik ;

and has 21 independent oe ients.
With (1), the (symmetri ) stress tensor ik is dened as

ik =

= 21 iklm uik ulm;

(1)

F
uik

= iklm ulm:

(2)

In a symmetri medium, there is a orrelation between dierent omponents iklm , and the number of
independent elements of the elasti modulus tensor is
redu ed.
We introdu e a Cartesian oordinate system with
the z axis perpendi ular to the unperturbed (at) membrane plane and with the monolayer interfa e (i.e.,
the bilayer mid-plane) positioned in the xy plane (at
z = 0). The membrane thi kness is equal to 2h, and
the at membrane is modeled as a thin bilayer plate
bounded by the z = h and z = h planes with inplane linear dimension R  2h. The xy plane is a
plane of ree tion symmetry. This implies that the
free energy must be invariant under the transformation
x ! x, y ! y, z ! z . Therefore, all the omponents
iklm with an odd number of z indi es are equal to
zero [10℄. The membrane an be onsidered laterally
isotropi . Then the z axis is an axis of rotational symmetry. The expression for the elasti energy density F
then be omes [11℄

= 21 xxxx(u2xx + u2yy ) + 21 zzzz u2zz +
+ xxyy uxxuyy + (xxxx xxyy )u2xy +
+ xxzz (uxxuzz + uyy uzz ) + 2xzxz (u2xz + u2yz ):
F

(3)

Assuming that the membrane is in liquid state, we
require that the in-plane shear modulus (the oe ient
in front of u2xy ) vanishes, and thus obtain

xxxx = xxyy :

Hen e, expression (3) further simplies and a quires
the form

= 21 xxxx(uxx + uyy )2 + 21 zzzz u2zz +
+ xxzz (uxxuzz + uyy uzz ) + 2xzxz (u2xz + u2yz ):

The free energy density of an anisotropi medium
an be written to the lowest order in the elasti strain
tensor as [13; 14℄

F

:::

F

(4)

Let an external for e applied perpendi ular to the
membrane plane indu e a small bending deformation
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along the z axis. Allowing for a typi al experimental
situation, we onsider a thin membrane with the ratio
of its thi kness 2h to the lateral linear dimension (ee tive radius) R of the order 10 3 . Hen e, we negle t the
applied external stresses on the top and bottom membrane surfa es ompared to the internal lateral stresses
in it. Due to the smallness of the membrane thi kness,
zero stresses on the surfa e also vanish in the bulk of the
membrane. We therefore impose the ondition usually
implied for the thin plates [13℄,

In the linear approximation for the strain tensor,
we have



xz (r) = yz (r) = zz (r)  0;

where uz (r) is the z - omponent of displa ement des ribing the deformed membrane. Also, we negle t the
z -dependen e of the omponent uz (r) in the thin plate
approximation [13℄, thus dening the shape fun tion
 (x; y)  uz (r) independent of the depth z . Substituting  (x; y ) in denition (12) and then in relations (6)
and onditions (5), we obtain the partial dierential
equations

(5)

where r spans the membrane bulk. This ondition is
justied by the fa t that small external pressure normal to a thin membrane indu es relatively high lateral
stresses in it [13℄. Indeed, we show in Appendix A that
the ratio of the normal stress to the lateral stress is of
the order (h=R)2 . In a ordan e with (2) and (4), the
z - omponents (5) of the stress tensor are related to the
strain tensor omponents as

xz = 4xzxz uxz ; yz = 4yzyz uyz ;
zz = xxzz (uxx + uyy ) + zzzz uzz :

(6)
(7)

Combining relations (5) and (7), we nd

uzz =

xxzz
(u + u ):
zzzz xx yy

(8)

It is interesting to mention that as follows from (6),
the rst two onditions in (5) require vanishing of the
strain tensor omponents uxz and uyz .
Condition (5) allows omitting the terms ontaining
uxz and uyz in (4). Also using (8) and expressing uzz
via uxx + uyy in (4), we nd the expression for the free
energy density:

F

= 21



xxxx


2xxzz
(uxx + uyy )2:
zzzz

(10)

Condition (10) is satised simultaneously with (8) if
zzzz = xxzz .
Finally, the free energy density is written as

F

= 21 K1(uxx + uyy )2 ;

(11)

where K1 denotes a superposition of anisotropi elasti
moduli:

K1 = (xxxx zzzz ):

1
2

ui
xk

k
+ u
x
i

;

(12)

where ui is the ith omponent of the distortion eld.
To introdu e the essentials of our model in a simple
way, we limit the following dis ussion to the ase of a
small bending amplitude, i.e., we impose ondition

juz j  h;

ux
z
uy
z

=
=


;
x

:
y

(13)

In integrating Eqs. (13), we introdu e two fun tions: the (inhomogeneous) lateral stret hing of the
membrane a(x; y ) and the in-plane slide f (x; y ) of
the lower (z < 0) and upper (z > 0) monolayers at
the mid-plane z = 0 of the membrane. Thus, the inplane distortions ux and uy of ea h monolayer have the
form

 (x; y)
+
x
+ ((z) ( z)) fx(x; y) + ax(x; y);
 (x; y)
uy = z
+
y
+ ((z) ( z)) fy (x; y) + ay (x; y);

ux = z

(9)

In addition, we impose the in ompressibility ondition, i.e., the onstan y of the bulk density of the membrane:

uxx + uyy + uzz = 0:

uik =

(14)

where the step fun tion is dened as

(z > 0)  1; (z < 0)  0;
hoi e of the sign of  and of its argument is

and the
made for the later onvenien e. The step fun tions in
(14) model splitting of the membrane into two separate
monolayers and des ribe a dis ontinuity of in-plane distortions a ross the interfa e between the monolayers.
Here it is worth emphasizing the limitations of the
validity of relations (14). Expressions (14) are learly
distin t from the usual expressions for thin plates [13℄.
In the latter ase, the displa ements ux and uy are set
to zero at z = 0, implying the presen e of a neutral
1008
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 2 (x; y)
+ ((z)
uxx = z
x2
(x; y) + ax(x; y) ;
 fxx
x
 2 (x; y)
uyy = z
+ ((z)
y2
(x; y) + ay (x; y) ;
 fyy
y

(not stret hed) surfa e at the mid-plane of the plate
in the small bending approximation   h [13℄. It is
shown in Appendix A (see Eq. (A.11)) that the se ond
term in (14) is of the same order as the rst one,

fx;y  h=R;
where R is the ee tive radius of the membrane. The
small bending approximation is justied when the term
quadrati in  is negligibly small ompared to linear terms in the expressions for in-plane distortions ux
and uy ,

O( 2 =R)  h=R:
This ondition is fullled as long as   h. On the
other hand, for a strongly bent thin plate, the  2 term dominates over the  -term, and therefore higherorder terms should be added to the right-hand side of
Eqs. (14).
We now dis uss the physi al meaning of expressions
(14). The membrane stret hing a(x; y ) denes positiondependent shift of the neutral surfa e (along the z oordinate), while the slide fun tion f (x; y ) multiplied by
step fun tions leads to the splitting of this neutral surfa e into two surfa es belonging to the upper and lower
monolayers. These surfa es are determined from the
onditions

16
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( z)) 
(15)

( z)) 

and uzz an be expressed via uxx and uyy using (8).
The above expressions allow for a free (stati ) mutual slide of the monolayers. The jump of the lateral
strain a ross the interfa e between the monolayers does
not ost elasti energy. Hen e, this jump does not introdu e any additional spatial s ale smaller than h into
the problem.
The free energy fun tional of the whole membrane
Fv is obtained by integrating the free energy density
F over the membrane volume stepwise: rst over the
thi kness oordinate ( h < z < h) and then over the
membrane plane fx; y g. Using expressions (11) and
(15), we nally nd

Fv =

K1

2

+ 2h

ux(x; y; z )  0; uy (x; y; z )  0:
The fun tion f (x; y ) provides an additional degree of
freedom in omparison with a bilayer without slide (or
a single monolayer). Under the ondition of zero total lateral stret hing (i.e., pure bending deformation,
a  0) the presen e of the fun tion f means that the
neutral surfa e splits into two su h surfa es lo ated
in ea h monolayer symmetri ally with respe t to the
mid-plane z = 0. The total amplitude of the ommon
interlayer slide at ea h point (x; y ) of the mid-plane
is then given by 2f (x; y ), whi h signies dis ontinuity
of in-plane distortions ux and uy a ross the mid-plane
z = 0. In the opposite ase where f  0, the monolayers
are oupled together (no interlayer slide) and the distortion eld is the sum of bending and stret hing (for
small deformations), the latter being ontinuous a ross
the mid-plane z = 0. In general, distortion eld (14) inludes bending, stret hing, and mutual interlayer slide.
Substituting (14) in (12), we pro eed to determine the strain tensor omponents for ea h monolayer
(z > 0, z < 0):

:::

Z

(uxx + uyy )2 dV =

ZZ 
2
K1 2h3
= 2 3
r~ 2  dx dy
ZZ 


r~ 2  r~  f dx dy +
2h2
Z Z 

2
r~  a + r~  f




2 



dx dy ; (16)

where the tilde refers to two-dimensional dierentia

tion:

 
:
;
r~ = x
y

Equation (16) is a tually quite remarkable. The
mean urvature of the interlayer surfa e H is expressed
as
2
2

 
r~ 2  = x
2 + y2  2H:

(17)

Therefore, the rst term in the right-hand side
gives the ee tive bending energy, i.e., the extrinsi urvature-bending energy fun tional F of the
standard form [5, 13℄,

F

Kb

Z

= 2 (2H

0 )2 dS;

(18)

with zero spontaneous urvature 0 . Here, Kb is the
bending rigidity (modulus). Comparing (16) and (18),
we nd

2h3K1=3 = Kb:
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The last term in (16) a ounts for the elasti energy
of area dilation with the area ompression oe ient
dened as
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Kb=KA  h2
o urs naturally in our derivation.
Next, the se ond term in the right-hand side of
Eq. (16) expresses the oupling between bending deformation and interlayer slide produ ing a lo al area
dilation dieren e between monolayers. We note that
in the lowest-order approximation, bending is de oupled from ( ontinuous) area dilation aused by lateral
stret hing. Due to the hydrophobi ee t, the monolayers, while sliding, are for ed to sti k together and to
follow the same shape dened by  (x; y ) on the monolayer interfa e. Mutual interlayer slide along the interfa e leads to relaxation of stret hing/ ompression of
the monolayers aused by bending deformation, and
thus permits the free energy de rease.
Finally, our free energy fun tional is invariant with
respe t to transversal slide of monolayers su h that
div f = 0. Hen e, the energy does not hange under mutual rotation of the monolayers (as a whole) or
a position-independent shift of one of the monolayers
with respe t to the other.
We onsider pure bending deformations of the membrane with no overall stret hing. Therefore, we require
the lateral strain integrated over the thi kness to be
zero at ea h point of the membrane. This imposes
a restri tion on the form of ux and uy : the fun tion
a(x; y ) must be equal to zero at every point of the bilayer. Hen e, this fun tion is omitted everywhere be-

126, âûï. 4 (10), 2004

low. Then the strain tensor omponents an be written
as

2
+ ((z)
x2
2
z 2 + ((z )
y

x
( z)) f
;
x

uxx = z

KA = 2hK1:

In general, the lo al relative area dilation S=S equals
uxx + uyy [13℄. A ording to Eq. (15), the relative
~  a, while the dieren e
area dilation is given by r
of relative area dilations between the monolayers is
~  f ). Hen e, the (r~  a)2 term in (16)
given by 2(r
arises due to ontinuous (a ross the monolayers interfa e z = 0) lateral stret hing of the membrane, whi h
leads to a hange in the average lipid density. The
(r~  f )2 term represents the energy of lo al area dieren e of the monolayers (area-dieren e elasti ity [2℄),
whi h is equivalent to the dieren e of lipid densities
in monolayers (density-dieren e model [9℄). In prin iple, this energy is not related to the presen e of neutral surfa es within the monolayers (at large membrane
stret hing/ ompression, there are no neutral surfa es
that would obey ux  uy  0, see expression (14)). As
is apparent from Eq. (16), the relation between bending
and area ompression oe ients (see [2℄)

òîì

uyy =

f
z )) y ;
y

(

(19)

and uzz an again be expressed via uxx and uyy using (8).
The free energy fun tional of the membrane a quires the form

K
Fv = 1

Z

2
2 (uxx +ZuZyy ) dV =

2
3
r~ 2  dx dy 2h2 
= K21 2h3
ZZ 


r~ 2  r~  f dx dy +


+ 2h

ZZ 

2

r~  f



dx dy : (20)

To study the properties of fun tional (20) in detail,
a simple problem with ylindri ally symmetri deformation is dis ussed in Appendix A. The equilibrium of
the membrane is dened by the EulerLagrange equations, whi h are obtained by equating to zero the rst
variational derivatives of the elasti energy fun tional
F (; f ) with respe t to the fun tions  (r) and f (r).
3. CONFINING POTENTIAL FOR A BILAYER
WITH SLIDE

Dire t inuen e of the onned geometry on the
membrane behavior manifests itself in a redu tion of
the manifold of a essible membrane onformations.
Entropi intera tions of the membrane with onning
walls (see Fig. 1) an be modeled [12℄ by introdu tion of
an extra potential energy W dependent on the bending
amplitude,

W

= 2 2:

The free energy fun tional (20) appended with the onning potential W a quires the form


2h3 Z Z r~ 22 dx dy
2 3 ZZ



r~ 2  r~  f dx dy +
2h2

ZZ 
ZZ
2
~
r  f dx dy + 2  2 dx dy:
+ 2h

K
Fv = 1

(21)

The urvature of the onning potential at its minimum,
d2 W

=

1010
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In terms of the variables ~q and fq , energy fun tional
(22) be omes

Fv =

water

membrane

+f

2h

−f
d

11111111111111
00000000000000
00000000000000
11111111111111
wall
00000000000000
11111111111111
00000000000000
11111111111111
00000000000000
11111111111111
00000000000000
11111111111111
Membrane in the onned geometry. A bilayer
membrane (ea h monolayer of thi kness h) is pla ed in
water solution between parallel walls separated by distan e 2d. The bending amplitude  = uz is dened at
the mid-plane and is independent of the depth in the
membrane. The interlayer slide fun tion f parameterizes position-dependent mutual slide of the monolayers
at their interfa e

is al ulated below using a self- onsistent pro edure.
In the Fourier spa e q = fqx ; qy g, free energy fun tional (21) is written as

Fv =

0 0
Z1 Z1

K1

2h3 q4 +
3



jq j2 dq(2xdq)2y

3 q2 Im(q  f );
Re ~q = Re q
q
2h q~4
3 q2 Re(q  f );
Im ~q = Im q +
q
2h q~4
q~4 = q4 +

Kb

; Kb =

q
q~

)

jq  fq j2 dq(2xdq)2y : (24)

3q4kBT
;
+  2h3
6
4
4
q +
3 K1q +
K1 h3

Z1

0

hjq j2 iq 2dq

r

= 323 p kKB Th3 :
1

2h3 K1:
3

(26)

In the onned geometry, the average bending amplitude is restri ted to the nite two-dimensional spa e
between the walls (negle ting the volume o upied by
the membrane itself, i.e., h  d), thus providing the
self- onsisten y ondition for determination of the effe tive rigidity ,

(27)

where   1.
Substituting (26) in (27), we obtain a self- onsistent
solution for :

2
= 16(kB2dT4)K

b

(23)

(25)

where kB is the Boltzmann onstant and T is the temperature.
In the absen e of interlayer slide, only the rst term
remains in Eq. (25), as obtained in [12; 15℄. The se ond
term in (25) signies enhan ement of the bending u tuations aused by interlayer slide. The latter leads to
relaxation of the lateral stresses (see Appendix A and
Fig. 3 below) and thus to a de rease of the free energy
of the bent membrane.
The mean-square u tuations of the bending amplitude are found as

h 2 i = d2 ;

q2 = qx2 + qy2 :

We diagonalize the quadrati form in (22) with respe t to q and q  fq by the linear transformation

where

 4 !

+
hjq j2 i = 2h3 kB T
K1 q4 +
3

h 2 (r)i =

dq dq
K1h2 iq2(q q  fq q q  fq ) x 2y +
(2)
0 0
Z1 Z1
2K1hjq  fq j2 dq(2xdq)2y ; (22)
+
0 0

where

0 0



4h3 q~4j~q j2+
2 3

K1

Using relations (23) and fun tional (24), we al ulate
the thermodynami average

Fig. 1.

Z1 Z1 

Z1 Z1

+h 4 3

ξ

water

:::

:

(28)

We here also evaluate the urvature 0 of the onning potential for a unit bilayer (without interlayer
slide). In this ase, the se ond term in the right-hand
side of (25) is zero, and hen e

0=
1011

(kB T )2 :
642d4 Kb

(29)
16*
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Thus, interlayer slide results in onsiderable enhan ement ( = 0 = 4) of the urvature of the onning
potential.
4. BILAYER DYNAMICS: VISCOUS MODES

To study the dynami al properties of the introdu ed
model of a bilayer membrane with interlayer slide, we
here determine the equations of motion and nd the
eigenmodes of the membrane surrounded by water solution. We are interested in the behavior of the membrane onned between parallel walls (see Fig. 1).
Let a at membrane lie in the xy plane with the normal pointed along the z axis. We treat ea h monolayer
onstituting the membrane as a (unit) two-dimensional
ondensed stru ture. We require the equilibrium between vis ous stresses exerted on the membrane surfa e
by water solution and the membrane restoring for e.
We negle t inertial ee ts and introdu e three sour es
of vis ous dissipation: water and membrane vis osities
and interlayer drag. The for e balan e equations are
expressed as

ÆFs
Æ

+ zz (z = +0) zz (z = 0) = 0;

(30)

òîì
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d) tra tion of the surrounding uid. Equation (32) a ounts for the absen e of total stret hing for es exerted
by water on the membrane be ause we here dis uss only
pure bending deformations of the membrane, i.e., when
the total area dilation is zero.
NavierStokes equations for water solutions surrounding the membrane should be added to balan e
Eqs. (30)(32). In the small-velo ity limit, treating
uid as in ompressible and negle ting inertia, we write
the  reeping ow equations as

rp = w v;
r  v = 0:

(33)

The non-slip boundary onditions at the membranewater interfa e provide the ontinuity of normal and
tangential velo ities of the uid and the membrane:


t
fi
t
fi
t

= vz (0);

= vi (z = +0);
= vi (z = 0);

(34)
i = x; y:

Connement between parallel walls at the distan e

2d implies vanishing of water velo ity (normal and tan-

gential omponents) at the walls surfa es:

ÆFs
Æfx



Here, the uid stress tensor is dened as

ik =

vj (z = d) = 0; j = x; y; z:



2mh t r~ 2fx + 2bs ftx
xz (z = +0) xz (z = 0) = 0; (31)
xz (z = +0) xz (z = 0) = 0:
(32)
pÆik + w



vi
xk



k
;
+ v
xi

where p denotes the hydrostati pressure, v is the velo ity, and w is the vis osity of water solution. The uid
stress tensor is evaluated at the upper (z = +0) and
lower (z = 0) membrane surfa es and arries the sign
of the normal. The rst term in the left-hand side of
Eq. (30) is the elasti restoring membrane for e, whi h
is balan ed by vis ous stress of the uid normal to the
membrane surfa e. Equation (31) represents for e balan e in the lateral dire tion and ontains the following
ontributions [3; 9℄: a) tangential tra tion on the interlayer surfa e due to dierential ow of monolayers;
b) oherent surfa e ow of the monolayers as unit surfa es (with the dynami vis osity m ); ) vis ous drag
between monolayers ( hara terized by the oe ient
bs ) that arises at a nite velo ity of their mutual slide;

(35)

(36)

To nd the dispersion relation, we make the Fourier
transform of free energy fun tional (21) and of the for e
balan e and reeping ow equations. For this, we expand the vibration in plane waves propagating along
the x dire tion. The free energy density Fs (q; ! ) then
takes the form


4h3 q4 j j2
2 3 q

2h2(q fq qfq )q3i + 4hjfq j2q2 + jq j2

Fs (q; !) =

K1

and

Fv =

Ly
(2)2

+1 Z+1
Z

1 0

Fs (q; !) dq d!;

(37)

(38)

where Ly is the system dimension along the y axis, and
we have omitted the index ! in the subs ripts of Fourier
omponents.
The restoring membrane for es are given by fun tional derivatives of the free energy,

ÆFs
Æq
1012

=



K1

2h3 q4 +
3



q + K1 h2 fq q3 i;

(39)
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ÆFs
Æfq

=

K1h2 q q3 i + 2K1hq2 fq :

pq
z

(40)

vx = wx (z ) exp(iqx i!t); vz = wz (z ) exp(iqx i!t);
p = pq (z ) exp(iqx i!t)
iqwx +

iqpq = w



wz =
wx =

8 
>
>
>
< C1 z

>
>
>
C2 z
:

pq =





wz z; x +


q




q



= wx (
=

(

2w (C1 eqz + C2e qz );
2w ( C1e qz C2 eqz );



ieqz +



q

z; x);

wz ( z; x):

(41)

0)



We next eliminate the unknown oe ients C2
and C4 using sti k boundary onditions at the walls,
Eq. (36). We then substitute the solutions in form
(42)(44) into Fourier-transformed for e balan e equations (30) and (31) (exploiting (39) and (40)) and
into non-slip onditions (34) and (35) at the water
membrane interfa e. Thus, we nally obtain the algebrai system of four linear homogeneous equations for
the unknowns C1 , C3 , q , and fq :

qz

qz

; z > 0;
; z < 0:

2h3 K q4  + f [ K h2iq3℄ +
q
1
3 1
+ C1[ 4w 2q2d2e2qd℄ +
+ C3 4w q(1 + e2qd 2qde2qd) = 0;

(42)
(43)
(44)

(46)

q ( h2 K1 q3 i 4w q!) +
+ fq (2K1hq2 2mhq2i! 2bsi!) +
+ C1 [ 4w i(1 + e2qd + 2qde2qd)℄ +
+ C3 [ 4w i2qe2qd℄ = 0; (47)
i!q + 2qd2 e2qd C1 + C3 (1 + 2qde2qd e2qd ) = 0; (48)

(45)

Physi al meaning of Eq. (45), a ording to the denitions given before (41), is that the x=z - omponent
of water velo ity around a vibrating membrane behaves symmetri ally/antisymmetri ally under simultaneous translation by the half-period (x ! x + =q )
along the wave propagation dire tion x and mirror ree tion in the mid-plane between the onning walls
(z ! z ).



z > 0;
z < 0;

z > 0;
z < 0;

C
C2 z C4 + 2 ie
q



C2 qz
C1
ie + C1 z C3
ie
q
q

+ C3 + Cq1

This solution maintains the symmetry relations ompatible with the onned geometry:

wx z; x +



 2 wz
:
z 2

resulting from Eq. (35):

[C1z + C3 ℄eqz + [C2z + C4℄e qz ;
[ C1z + C3℄e qz + [ C2z + C4 ℄eqz ;
+ C4

q 2 wz +

vx (z = +0) = vx(z =

wz
= 0;
z

 2 wx
2
q wx + 2 ;
z
(



We nd the following solutions of dierential equations (41) with the normal velo ity ontinuous at z = 0,
also obeying the ondition of zero lateral stret hing
for e a ting on the membrane (equation (32)) and the
ondition

Fourier transforms of reeping ow equations (33)
for the omponents of water velo ity and pressure

are written as

= w

:::

C
!fq + 1 (1 e2qd
q

2qde2qd 2q2d2e2qd) +
+ C3(1 2qde2qd e2qd) = 0: (49)
The dispersion relation ! (q ) is found by equating

the determinant of system (46)(49) to zero. The latter gives a quadrati equation for ! (q ) that results in
two bran hes !1 (q ) and !2 (q ), see Fig. 2. Two vis ous
modes  the hydrodynami ally damped bending mode
and the intermonolayer slipping mode  mix, and the
power law ! (q ) hanges with the wavelength of u tuations. For pure bending deformation of the membrane,
there exist up to four hydrodynami regimes (depending on the parameters of the system), separated by
three rossover wave ve tors.
1013
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10
8

q1 =

2

w
bs h2

 105

m 1

and therefore obeys the ondition q1  1=d. Therefore,
it does not inuen e dynami behavior of the membrane in the onned geometry. In the interval of even
shorter wavelengths, there is one more rossover wave
ve tor
s

6
1
4
2

bs
107 m 1
p

m h
2
2
dyn  s/ m ), whi h obeys the ondition
q2 =

0

−2

−1

0

1

2
3
log (q · d)

= 1
1=d  q2. Hen e, we investigate four intervals of wave

(m

ve tor values:

q  q0 ;
q0  q  1=d;
1=d  q  q2;
q2  q:
For long wavelengths, q  1=d, onnement be-

Vis ous modes of a bilayer membrane in water
solution onned between parallel walls in the ase of
pure bending deformations. Damping rates j!i j [1/s℄
are plotted as fun tions of the dimensionless parameter
(qd), where q is the wave ve tor and 2d is the distan e
between the walls. Two bran hes 1 and 2 originate
from bending and interlayer slide. The following values
of parameters are used: d = 10 6 m, h = 2  10 7 m,
w = 10 2 dyn  s/ m2 , m = 1 dyn  s/ m2 ,
bs = 107 dyn  s/ m3 , K1 = 2  108 erg/ m3
Fig. 2.

tween the walls modies the bending mode with respe t
to the membrane in the bulk solution (see Appendix B),

K h3
!1B = iq3 1
24w

We use the result in (28) to estimate the upper limit

q0 of the smallest q interval where the eigenmodes are
modied by the onning potential, i.e., where the indu ed rigidity term ( ) dominates over the bending term ( Kb q 4 ) in (22) (and in the rst bra ket in
Eq. (46)):

q  q0 

1=4



Kb

=



 

kB T 1=2 1 1 1=2
Kb
2d  :

(50)

For a typi al value of bending rigidity at room temperature [2℄

Kb  25kB T;

we obtain
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bulk water solution. We assume that the distan e between onning walls is mu h greater than the monolayer thi kness (2d=h  10). The rossover wave ve tor
for the bulk uid q1 (see Appendix B) for the hosen
parameters h = 2  10 7 m, w = 10 2 dyn  s/ m2 ,
and bs = 107 dyn  s/ m3 a quires the value

log |ωi |
14

−2
−3

òîì

q0 

0:1 :
d

The se ond rossover wave ve tor 1=d bounds the longwavelength regime where onnement of the surrounding water between the walls ae ts membrane dynami s. For q  1=d, the membrane behaves as in the

b
 iq3 K
;
w

(51)

and results in either q 2 - or q 6 -dependen es of !1 instead
of the q 3 -dependen e of the bulk mode. For q  q0 ,
the bending mode be omes (to be ompared with [16℄)

!1 = iq2

d3
24w :

(52)

The mode !1 (q ) is driven by the entropi potential,
hara terized by urvature , and is damped by visous losses in the surrounding uid. It is interesting
to mention that for a bilayer with interlayer slide, is
four times greater that for a unit bilayer (see Eqs. (28)
and (29)). Thus, interlayer slide leads to faster dynami s of the membrane.
For q0  q  1=d, the hydrodynami ally damped
bending mode is given by

K h3 d3
!1 = iq6 1
144w

3

 iq6 Kb d :
w

(53)

In this wave ve tor interval, the nite thi kness d of
water layers ee tively enhan es water vis osity from
1014
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w to w =(dq)3  w . Result (47) oin ides (modulo a

numeri oe ient) with the damped vibration mode
of erythro yte walls onsisting of two membranes with
liquid between them [6℄.
On the other hand, intermonolayer slipping mode
!2 (q), damped by vis ous drag at the monolayer mutual interfa e, remains un hanged by onnement (see
Appendix B):

Kh
!2 = iq2 1
bs

 iq2 Kb A :
s

(54)

For a membrane in the bulk solution, mixing of
the bending and slipping modes o urs at q  q1 , see
Appendix B. The relative order of the parameters q1 ,
1=d, and q2 by in reasing value depends on the hoi e
of hara teristi parameters of the system. With our
hoi e, q1  1=d and the mixing of the modes is delayed up to q  1=d, see Fig. 2. We spe ulate that this
happens be ause onnement hinders bending u tuations and therefore the bending mode remains slower
than the slipping mode up to q  1=d.
In the short-wavelength limit q  1=d, we re over,
as expe ted, the result for a membrane in the bulk water. Connement is not revealed in this ase be ause
membrane-indu ed vibrations of water de ay exponentially before rea hing the walls. Namely, for q  1=d,
the bran h !2 (q ) now orresponds to the bending mode
damped by vis ous losses in the surrounding uid:

K h3
!2B = iq3 1
6w

b
 iq3 K
:
(55)
w
The renormalized bending rigidity ( K1 h3 ) arises

for high-frequen y u tuations (to be ompared with
the numeri oe ients in (51) and in (55)) be ause
the bending mode is faster than the interlayer slipping
mode [9; 10℄; interlayer slide leading to relaxation of lateral stresses in monolayers is retarded. In the interval
1=d  q  q2, the bran h !1(q) be omes the interlayer
slipping mode with the renormalized area ompression
modulus

Kh
!1B = iq2 1
4bs

 iq2 Kb A ;
s

(56)

(the supers ript B  indi ates that the solution oinides with the bulk water ase). Finally, for q  q2 , the
!1 (q) mode is driven by the (high-frequen y) ee tive
rigidity K1 and is damped by the monolayer surfa e
vis osity m , whi h dominates over interlayer drag as
the monolayers are dynami ally oupled:

K
!1B = i 1 :
4m

(57)

:::

The vis ous modes for a membrane in onned geometry obtained in this paper qualitatively agree with
the results for a membrane bound to substrate [10℄.
We have not in luded the membrane tension into our
free energy fun tional be ause in the onsidered limit
of small bending deformations of the bilayer, the term
proportional to the gradient of the bending amplitude
is negligible [15℄.
The dispersion relation for a bilayer membrane in
the bulk water based on our free energy fun tional (20)
is derived in Appendix B and also agrees with earlier
results obtained using the density-dieren e model [9℄.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A novel free energy fun tional of a bilayer uid
membrane derived in this paper ree ts important
physi al properties of the membrane dening its dynami behavior. The fun tional allows for twodimensional liquid- rystalline stru ture of the membrane and weak adheren e between the monolayers onstituting it, leading to their mutual slide under (bending) deformations. Our free energy fun tional ontains
three oupled elds parameterizing the degrees of freedom related to bending of the membrane, interlayer
mutual slide, and area dilation.
Using this fun tional, we have self- onsistently alulated the urvature of the ee tive entropi potential
a ting on the membrane between two parallel onning walls. We found that the urvature at the potential
minimum (lo ated at the middle between the walls) is
enhan ed four times for a bilayer with interlayer slide
in omparison with a unit membrane (with forbidden
slide) of the same thi kness. This leads to faster dynami s. This in rease an be as ribed to (partial) derease of the lateral stress in the bent membrane via
interlayer slide (stati softening of the membrane). The
relaxation of stresses ee tively lowers the energeti
 ost of membrane bending and in reases the thermodynami probability for onformations with greater
bending amplitudes. This in turn amplies entropi
repulsion.
We have also al ulated the dispersion relations for
a membrane onned between parallel walls. Our results are in qualitative agreement with those for a membrane bound to a substrate [10℄. Connement modies
the vis ous modes ! (q ) at long wavelengths ompared
to the bulk water ase. We have found four wave-ve tor
intervals separated by three hara teristi wave-ve tor
values, q0  1=d  q2 , dened in Se . 4. The inverse of
the half-distan e d between the onning walls divides
1015
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the q axis into two intervals with onned (q  1=d)
and bulk (q  1=d) behavior, respe tively. The wave
ve tor q0 delimits the interval of q values in whi h the
entropi potential modies the spe trum of bending
modes (see also [16℄). In the interval q0  q  1=d, we
found the dependen e of bending mode
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APPENDIX A

Analyti solutions in the axially symmetri
ase

similar to peristalti modes of a soap lm [6℄. Unlike
in [10℄, we do not obtain the dependen e

We an obtain analyti results des ribing the equilibrium shape of and mutual monolayer slide in the
bilayer lipid membrane under onstant external pressure in the ylindri ally symmetri ase. We onsider a
at (unperturbed) ir ular membrane of the radius R
in the plane xy . We sear h for an equilibrium solution
independent of the polar angle ,

!(q) / q4 ;

 =  (r);

be ause the overall membrane tension is not in luded
into our free energy fun tional. Be ause we onsider the
limit of small bending deformations of a at bilayer,
the term proportional to the gradient of the bending
amplitude vanishes [15℄. In the interval q  1=d, onnement is not important be ause membrane-indu ed
vibrations of water de ay exponentially before rea hing
the walls. At q > q2 , as in the bulk ase, the monolayer surfa e vis osity m dominates over the interlayer
drag and the monolayers be ome dynami ally strongly
oupled.
Finally, we mention some limitations and possible improvements of our approa h. Our fun tional
respe ts ree tional symmetry of a at bilayer and
therefore implies that spontaneous urvature is zero.
We assumed a thin-plate approximation for ea h
monolayer with onstant elasti moduli. In other
words, we developed a phenomenologi al ee tive
medium model. Hen e, only u tuations with wavelengths larger than the intermole ular distan e in a
lipid monolayer are onsidered. We have exploited
smallness of the bending-to-thi kness ratio using
the linear approximation for the stress tensor. In
the small-bending approximation, area dilation is
de oupled from bending. In this paper, we dis ussed
only pure bending deformations, but the area dilation
dynami s an also be studied using our fun tional. We
found only damped eigenmodes of the membrane in
onned water solution. The propagating modes will
be onsidered elsewhere.

where r is the radial oordinate in the referen e system
with the origin at the enter of the unperturbed membrane mid-plane and with the z axis dire ted along the
membrane normal. Hen e, the slide fun tions take the
form

!(q) / q6 ;

The authors are grateful to Prof. R. Bruinsma
for the formulation of the problem and to Prof.
Yu. A. Chizmadzhev and his oworkers for useful omments. The work of S. B. is supported by the Nonprot Foundation Dynasty and the PhD student
grant A03-2.9-283 of the Russian Ministry of Edu ation.

fx(x; y) = f (r)

os ;

(A.1)

fy (x; y) = f (r) sin ;

(A.2)

whi h then leads to the following expression for the radial omponent of the distortion eld:

ur (r; z ) = z

 (r)
+ ((z)
r

( z)) f (r): (A.3)

Be ause the deformation is purely radial, the angular omponent of the distortion is zero:

u = 0:
The symmetry of distortion elds (A.1) and (A.2) allows expressing the free energy density (11) in the ylindri al oordinates as

F

= K21 (urr + u)2;

where

urr =

ur
u
; u = r
r
r


+ 1r u
= urr :


(A.4)
(A.5)

The equilibrium of the membrane under pressure is
dened by the EulerLagrange equations, whi h are obtained by equating to zero the rst variational derivatives of the elasti energy fun tional F (; f ) with respe t to the fun tions  (r) and f (r) entering urr and
u in a ordan e with (A.5) and (A.3),

ÆFsr
Æ (r)
ÆFsr
Æf (r)
1016
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where

Fv =

ZR

0

Fsr dr

and P is the z - omponent of the external pressure differen e applied to the opposite sides of the membrane.
Equations (A.6) an be de oupled by introdu ing
the new unknown fun tions p(r) and g (r) instead of 
and f :

4h  2f;
3 r


2f:
(A.7)
r
In the new basi set of fun tions fp; g g, Eqs. (A.6) bep=

ome

g=h

r3 p000 + 2r2 p00 rp0 + p = P1 r3 ;
r2 g00 + rg0 g = 0;

where

P1 =

(A.8)

2P :
K1 h2

Both equations in (A.8) belong to the Euler lass of
equations and an be solved analyti ally using the
transformation of the variable,

r = ex ;

where 1 < x < 1 is the new variable.
The following boundary onditions are imposed.
1) (p00 (r)r + p0 (r) p(r)=r) jr=0 = 0  the bending
amplitude  (r) is arbitrary at r = 0;
2)  (R) = 0  the membrane is xed at the edge
(no verti al displa ement);
3) (p0 (r)r + p(r)) jr=R = 0  zero torque at the
membrane edge;
4) =rjr=0 = 0  the slope at the enter is zero;
5) f (0) = 0  no intermonolayer slide at the enter
(axial symmetry);
6) g 0 (r)r + g (r)jr=R = 0  the intermonolayer slide
at the edge is arbitrary.
These onditions have transparent physi al meaning. Conditions 1) and 3) originate from the expression for the variational derivative ÆFsr =Æ , and ondition 6) arises in the variational derivative ÆFsr =Æf ; both
derivatives in lude integration by parts in the segment
[0  r  R℄. In parti ular, ondition 1) is obtained
by equating the prefa tor in front of Æ (r = 0) to zero.
Condition 3) is derived by equating the prefa tor in
front of =rjr=R to zero, whi h in turn orresponds
to zero torque M at the membrane edge (hen e, the
membrane slope at the edge is arbitrary):

M

= K1h2 


 2


f


2
r
+
r
+
f
:
 43 h r
2
r
r

:::

Condition 2) models the xation of the membrane at
the periphery. Condition 4) implies a smooth shape
at the enter of the urved membrane. The resulting
solutions are

3P (r4 4R2r2 + 3R4);
32K1h3
(A.10)
3P (r3 2R2r):
f (r) =
16K1h2
The bending amplitude  (r) = uz (r) is dened at
 (r) =

the interfa e (mid-plane) of the membrane and is z independent (for small bending of the membrane onsidered here). The fun tion f (r) hara terizes the amplitude of mutual slide of the monolayers at the interfa e of the membrane (z = 0) (the total amplitude
is given by 2f ). As a result of this slide, the bottom
surfa e of the upper monolayer is ompressed, and the
top surfa e of the lower monolayer is expanded. In the
present approximate approa h, f is onstant along the
thi kness (along the z axis) of the monolayers and depends on the position in the plane of the membrane. It
is apparent from (A.10) that

f

 h=R:

Substituting (A.10) in expression (A.3) for the radial distortion ur , we nd


3
P
2
ur =
16K1h2 z h ( z) + (z) 
 (r3 2R2 r):

(A.11)

The radial stress omponent orresponding to the
distortion given by (A.11) is readily found as

rr (r; z ) =

3P  z 2 ( z) + (z) 
4h2 h
 (r2 R2 ):

(A.12)

It is important to mention here that the lateral
stress omponent rr in (A.12) proves to be independent of the elasti modulus (K1 ) in our weak bending
approximation. On the other hand, the distortion and
slide elds and the strain tensor omponents depend
on the elasti modulus.
In the onsidered ase of a small bending amplitude,
there is no overall stret h of the deformed membrane
(i.e., pure bending o urs) and thus at any r:
Zh

(A.9)
h
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Zh
h

[urr (r) + u(r)℄ dz = 0: (A.13)
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z = h; 0
z = h=2; h=2
z = +0; h

4
5

z=h
z= h

0:6

0:8

2
3
5

0:2

0:4

1:0
r=R

The lateral stress rr normalized by 3P R2 =4h2
for various z -positions inside the membrane (z > 0 for
the upper monolayer and z < 0 for the lower) is plotted
as a fun tion of the radial oordinate r (in dimensionless units). The solid lines show stresses in the upper
and lower monolayers (the stress proles along the z
axis in both monolayers oin ide due to interlayer slide,
see text). The dashed line represents two neutral surfa es (at z = h=2) in the lower und upper monolayers. The dotted lines (z = h, z = h) hara terize
the stresses in the membrane of the same thi kness 2h
with forbidden slide

òîì
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and at z = h=2 (the lower monolayer) (line 2 ). The
monolayers are deformed as if they were dis onne ted,
independent layers, but still adjusted to the same shape
dened at their mutual interfa e inside the membrane.
Therefore, the stress proles along the z axis oin ide
with ea h other in both monolayers. As a result, the
stresses at the top and bottom external surfa es of the
membrane (z = h, lines 1, 3 ) de rease two times
ompared to the ase without slide (z = h, lines 4,
5 ). Simultaneously, as follows from (A.12), the lateral
stresses at the boundary r = R turn to zero through
the whole depth of the membrane, rr (R; z ) = 0, orresponding to the absen e of the applied external stret hing for es.

Fig. 3.

The z -dependent fa tor in Eq. (A.12) guarantees
that Eq. (A.13) is satised. Condition (A.13) is kept
by the equality of the fa tors in front of (+z ) and
( z) (i.e., the fun tion f is taken to be the same in
both monolayers). Simultaneously, stret hing deformation of the monolayers is equal to zero, a  0, in the
denitions of the distortion eld omponents (see expression (14) in Se . 3). In general, if the problem is
not restri ted to a weak bending deformation and/or
if there are additional for es a ting in the lateral dire tion (stret hing the membrane), we may introdu e
a(r) 6= 0 or use two fun tions f1 6= f2 in front of (+z )
and ( z ), respe tively.
Results of analyti solution of the stati equations in
the ylindri ally symmetri ase are presented in Fig. 3.
The lateral stress rr (r; z ) is shown for several values
of the z oordinate for a bilayer with mutual interlayer
slide (solid lines and dashed lines) and for a unit bilayer
with forbidden slide, but of the same thi kness 2h (lines
4, 5 ). Relaxation of lateral stresses in both monolayers is indu ed by mutual interlayer slide. The neutral
(not stret hed) surfa e at the interfa e of the membrane splits into two. Consequently, a neutral surfa e
(with vanishing lateral stress) appears in the middle of
ea h monolayer: at z = +h=2 (the upper monolayer)

APPENDIX B

Bilayer modes in the bulk water
To test the relevan e of our approa h for des ription of dynami al properties of a bilayer, we here rederive the dispersion relation for a membrane in the bulk
water solution using our free energy fun tional (20) introdu ed in Se . 2. Our results agree with the previous ones obtained for a membrane in the bulk uid
using the urvature elasti model [6℄ and the densitydieren e model [9℄.
For the surrounding bulk uid, we sear h for the
solution of reeping ow equations (33) (Se . 4) satisfying the non-slip onditions at the membranewater
interfa e, Eqs. (34) and (35). In addition, we impose
the boundary onditions for uid velo ity omponents
vi ,
vj (z = 1) = 0; j = x; y; z;
(B.1)
whi h require the uid velo ity eld to vanish at large
distan es from the membrane.
As in Se . 4, we expand vibrations in plane waves
propagating along the x axis. We make a Fourier transform of free energy fun tional (20). The free energy
density Fs (q; ! ) is written as


4h3 q4 jq j2
2 3

2h2(q fq qfq )q3i + 4hjfq j2q2 :

K
Fs (q; !) = 1

(B.2)

The omponents of water velo ity and pressure in
the form

vx = wx (z ) exp(iqx i!t); vz = wz (z ) exp(iqx i!t);
p = pq (z ) exp(iqx i!t)
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are substituted in Fourier-transformed reeping ow
equations (41) (see Se . 4). The solutions of dierential equations (41) satisfying boundary onditions
(B.1), with the normal velo ity ontinuous at z = 0
and also obeying the ondition of zero lateral stret hing for e a ting on the membrane (Eq. (32) in Se . 4)
are given by

pq =
wz =

(

(

2w C1 e

; z > 0;
2w C1e ; z < 0;
qz

[ C1z + C3℄e qz ;
[C1z + C3 ℄eqz ;

8 
>
>
< C1 z

(B.3)

qz

z > 0;
z < 0;



(B.4)

C1
ie qz ; z > 0;
q

(B.5)
wx = 
>
C
>
: C1 z + C3 + 1 ieqz ;
z < 0;
q
where the onstants C2 and C4 , whi h are present in
C3

Eqs. (42)(44), turn to zero due to boundary onditions (B.1).
The unknown oe ients C1 and C3 are determined
from non-slip onditions (34) and (35). Then, we substitute solutions (B.3)(B.5) in Fourier transforms of
for e balan e equations (30) and (31) and obtain an
algebrai system of two linear homogeneous equations
for the omponents q and fq ,

q



2h3 K1q4+4w iq! +fq 
3

K1 h2 iq

3

= 0;

(B.6)

q ( h2 K1 q3 i) +
+ fq 2K1hq2 2i!(mhq2 + 2w q + bs) = 0: (B.7)

whi h des ribe respe tively the hydrodynami ally
damped bending mode !1B (q ) and the intermonolayer
slipping mode !2B (q ) damped by vis ous drag at the
membrane mid-plane. Here, the supers ript B  is
introdu ed to label membrane modes in the bulk uid.
For wave ve tors in the interval q1  q  q2 , the
bending and slipping modes mix [9℄,

K
Kh
(B.11)
!1B = iq2 1  iq2 A ;
4bs
bs
K
K h3
(B.12)
!2B = iq3 1  iq3 b :
6w
w
The bran h !2B (q ) now orresponds to the bending

mode damped by vis ous losses in the surrounding
uid, and the bran h !1B (q ) des ribes the damping of
the slipping mode. The elasti moduli in (B.11) and
(B.12) dier in general from those in (B.9) and (B.10),
be ause high-frequen y (bending) u tuations o ur at
nonrelaxed monolayer surfa e densities [9℄.
In the short-wavelength limit, q  q2 , we obtain

!2B =

q1 =

For long wavelengths, q
tions are given by

. A. Ben-Shaul, in Stru ture and Dynami s of Membranes, ed. by R. Lipowsky and E. Sa kmann, Elsevier
S ien e (1995), Ch. 7.
. U. Seifert and R. Lipowsky, ibid, Ch. 8.

!1B =
!2B =

2

. A. Yeung and E. Evans, J. de Phys. II 5, 1501 (1995).

3

(B.8)

. E. I. Kats and V. V. Lebedev, Flu tuational Ee ts in
the Dynami s of Liquid Crystals, Springer-Verlag, New
York (1993).

4

 q1 , the dispersion rela-

K h3
K
iq3 1  iq3 b ;
24w
w
Kh
K
iq2 1  iq2 A ;
bs
bs

(B.14)

1

separated by rossover wave ve tors q1 and q2 [9℄:

bs
:
m h

(B.13)
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